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the new htc vive is a stand out, vr headset that will change how you experience video games. htc vive is a
great standalone vr headset that provides a room-scale vr experience. when you put on the htc vive, it

creates a virtual room around you that you can walk around in. you can walk all around the room and see
objects. anywhere in the room is within reach of your headset and controller. the htc vive is compatible
with steamvr and works with most games on the steam platform. the htc vive is $799.00, and you can
buy one here. if you played the original the last of usor naughty dogs the last of us remastered, youre

probably pretty excited to see how the sequel, the last of us part ii, plays. the game is coming out in may
and is set to release on ps4, xbox one, pc, and stadia. naughty dogs the last of us part iiis a sequel that
builds on the strengths of the last of us, and the game promises to be a masterpiece. here are the best

games of 2017. if you are a pc gamer, you wont want to miss out on this game. the massive userbase and
active modding scene means that this game has literally everythingyou could ever want. its also one of

the most visually impressive games on the pc, and if you are a fan of rpgs, youll love it even more. it
comes on both the pc and the xbox one, but we recommend the pc version, since its the better platform.
also known as brass tactics, this real-time strategy game is one of the most popular free pc games of all
time. the game has a heavy influence from the fantasy world of warcraft, but it still manages to have its
own identity. it can be played on both the ps4 and xbox one and comes with a huge free update every

few months, adding new features to the game and improving old ones. though it has its own server
browser for matches, its also possible to play multiplayer matches with friends on their own platform,

which makes this a great option.
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the mortal kombat series is known for
its brutal violence. mortal kombat 11 is
no different, and you can play all the

games in this series on your pc for free.
download the game and experience the
same violence that made these games
so popular. the graphics are great, and
you can play with a number of different
difficulty options. the game offers local

co-op, online co-op, and online solo
play. when it comes to the pc, you may
not have to look too far to find a great

shooter. from games
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likeplayerunknowns
battlegroundsandcounter-strike: global
offensive,to big-name classics like call

of dutyandbattlefield, the pc is ripe with
action-shooter goodness. in fact, there
are so many great shooters on the pc

that weve put together a list of the best
ones to ease your search. check out our

picks for the best pc action-shooter
games of 2017. long before the xbox

one and playstation 4 came out, the pc
was the definitive video game platform.
it still is. today, there are more people
playing video games on the pc than
anywhere else, and for good reason.
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microsoft windows dominates the
market, and games

likebattlefield,counter-strikeandteam
fortress 2all offer excellent, free

options. without further ado, here are
the best pc games of 2017. if you were

lucky enough to pick up a nvidia gtx
1080 before it went on sale for $400,
you were definitely the envy of your

gaming friends. now, if you missed out
on the refresh and have to settle for a
580 or older, you still have a powerful
rig, but you might have to look for a

game to enjoy it. luckily, there are a ton
of great games in the works to bring a
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1080 to its knees. here are some of our
picks for the best pc games of 2017.
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